The role of introns in repeat protein gene formation.
Genes composed of tandem repetitive sequence motifs are abundant in nature and are enriched in eukaryotes. To investigate repeat protein gene formation mechanisms, we have conducted a large-scale analysis of their introns and exons. We find that a wide variety of repeat motifs exhibit a striking conservation of intron position and phase, and are composed of exons that encode one or two complete repeats. These results suggest a simple model of repeat protein gene formation from local duplications. This model is corroborated by amino acid sequence similarity patterns among neighboring repeats from various repeat protein genes. The distribution of one- and two-repeat exons indicates that intron-facilitated repeat motif duplication, in which the start and end points of duplication are located in consecutive intronic regions, significantly exceeds intron-independent duplication. These results suggest that introns have contributed to the greater abundance of repeat protein genes in eukaryotic versus prokaryotic organisms, a conclusion that is supported by taxonomic analysis.